
K-4 Weekly Newsletter: January 21st-25th  

 

Report cards go home today Tuesday, January 22nd. Please contact me if you 

would like to set up a time to discuss the report card or your child’s progress. 

 

Our Bible study this week will be Lesson 28: Jesus Calms the Storm. Our 

3 spiritual lessons are: the spiritual truth (Jesus is God and has power over 

storms), the spiritual attitude (being sure the Lord can help us in times of 

trouble), and the spiritual habit (we should pray to the Lord in times of 

trouble). Our memory treasure this week is Psalm 50:15 “Call upon Me in 

the day of trouble.” 

 

 

In Language Arts we begin an Everyday Literature lesson titled ‘Winter Weather’. New 

vocabulary words will be introduced. Students will note details in the story, practice 

recalling details, and make connections using illustrations & prior knowledge. We will 

compare events in the story to real-life experiences. A strong focus will be placed on 

following directions, speaking in complete sentences, using new vocabulary, and 

listening intently to details.  

 

 

In Science we begin our STEM unit on bridges. We will 

explore different types of bridges and what kinds of 

materials are used to make them. We will listen to a 

reading of the book ‘Twenty-one Elephants and Still 

Standing’ by April Prince. Students will build bridges in the block area 

and practice drawing what they built. On Friday, the day will be spent 

completing the bridge challenge. Students will be challenged to build a 

bridge that the Three Billy Goats can cross. They will design their 

bridge (what they think they will make without actually touching the 

materials), build their bridge (using tape, paper, and cardboard tubes), 

draw their bridge (a picture of their actual build), and test their bridge. 

The challenge will conclude with a share and question time (what 

worked & what didn’t, how hard it was to build, etc.).  

 

God’s Blessings on your week 


